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ABSTRACT 

People are waking up to the destructive role our money system plays in society. The good news is that 
groups around Australia have been experimenting with alternatives to money for nearly three decades. 
Australian community trading groups are part of a global movement to find better ways to exchange value. 

In this panel we will discuss: 

• How our current money system drives unsustainable growth and inequality 
• Existing Australian community currency initiatives  
• Byron Shire Shares -  a new currency project kicking off in Byron Shire 

We will demystify the money system and share our research into the Australian community currency scene.  

We're excited about all the different efforts to build a fairer economy and regenerate the environment. We 
invite other New Economy activists to come along and think about how community exchange groups and 
complementary community currencies could help bring skills and energy to their own projects. 

BIOGRAPHIES  

Alison Bird 
Alison Bird was a founding member of the prosperous Far North Queensland Community Exchange System 
and she has been a keen local energy trader for over 25 years. She is currently in the Australian CES 
support team and loves to present an introduction to audiences about this established complementary 
trading system. Alison has worked in marine ecology research, community arts and small business. 

Anouk Pinchetti 
Anouk Pinchetti has spent several decades designing IT systems, and has followed the development of 
alternative currencies, distributed computing, and blockchain technologies with great interest.  His interest in 
these technologies is primarily in their potential to empower communities and movements to build platforms 
which don’t rely on monopolistic ownership and control like so many of the so-called “sharing economy” 
companies out of Silicon Valley.  He has launched the New Systems Hub to help share systems with 
communities looking to move forward into the New Economy. 

Annette Loudon 
Annette Loudon looks after Community Exchange System Australia - Australia’s largest community trading 
network. CES Australia provides an online trading service for over 10,000 members in 30 groups around the 
country. Annette believes community trading can support local projects, providing the skills and energy 
required to build more resilient communities. Annette is keen to explore ways for community exchange to 
help support other groups and organisations that are working to develop healthier systems. 

Jason Lasky 
Jason Lasky has lived in Byron Shire with his family for 10 years. Choosing to live in Byron was a tree / sea 
change for a more relaxed lifestyle, a love of nature and community. His work is in web design and 
volunteering for several community benefit groups. He has a passion for community currency and fostering 
economic cooperation to solve problems. Jason has recently presented proposals for a local currency, car 
sharing and a renters cooperative for affordable housing. Jason has developed social dilemma games to 
help people explore the benefits of trust and cooperation reinforced through reputation, and the collective 
costs of free loading and exploitation.




